
Card and resin model in the artist’s studio, 2018.  
Image courtesy of the artist.

In creating a place lived, Maddi Nicholson wanted to bring to life the stories of the residents of 
Grove Street a dense terraced area historically located on the Spinning�elds site before Hardman 
Square existed. Many of the houses provided homes for workers in the industries operating close 
by at the time.

Each house model is a replica of the original terraces on Grove Street, with steps up to the front 
door and a basement, set on a larger than life ‘pin head’, sited where its corresponding house was 
located. 

The sculptures visually tell the story of the residents of the Grove Street terraces. Hand painted and 
enamelled, the works highlight the role of women within these families: a washer woman, keeper 
of the mangle, knocker up, silk winder, weaver, assistant confectioner, wet nurse and shirt maker.

Artistic process, research and fabrication of 
a place lived 
by Maddi Nicholson

Spinning�elds Art Commission 2019  



The process of understanding the Spinning�elds and the Hardman Square site began 
with researching historic maps of the area. Laying these maps over a contemporary 
map, the process revealed the residential site of Grove Street and St John’s Place in three 
rows of terraces with a number of warehouses and two  ‘Sunday Schools’ covering what 
is now Hardman Square.

Working with architectural historian Charlie MacKeith of Research Design we unearthed 
old photos of  St. John’s Place, from these photos it was possible to draw up the houses 
in the terraces. 

These were quite substantial properties, unlike a lot of small terraces seen in more 
northern industrial towns. Steps to the front door, a windowed basement, and from the 
plan a one story portion in the yard. 

Spinning�elds, with the historic map street pattern overlaid, St. John’s Place and Grove Street.  Houses no. 7,9,16,17 & 19  Grove Street selected for the 
sculptures, 2018. Image courtesy of Spinning�elds Estates Ltd.

Grove Street Terrace -  architectural drawing, 2018. 
Image courtesy of Charlie MacKeith, Research Design Architecture.

SPINNINGFIELDS HARDMAN SQUARE PLAN

Unearthing what lies beneath our feet

Grove Street Terrace, Spinning�elds - 5/9/1944  City Engineers Department.
Image courtesy of Manchester Libraries, Information and Archives, Manchester City Council. 
Reference m78875.



Sketch book ideas

The artists’ thoughts: 
‘The initial idea was to create a set of intimate and playful  bird 
box style models for Hardman Square. The modern business 
and shopping area felt it needed the presence of a past, to 
steady it somehow.

’The minds‘ eye is a great artistic tool, I saw these ghost like 
homes, set over the green of the public square, graphic markers 
on their huge hat pins stabbed into the ground, marking the 
place lived.

‘I have a long standing interest in workers housing, dense 
northern terraces, I live in one. I’ve created a 6m tall ‘in�ated 
terraced house’ and took it on a tour of Cumbrian beauty spots, 
industrial poverty set in Lakeland romantic beauty.

‘a place lived and the in�ated house demonstrate how by 
taking the single house out of the full terrace and placing it in a 
very di�erent context, one’s perspective of the place changes, 
and in quite a startling way.’

Sketch book drawings and early design work on computer, 2018. 
Image courtesy of the artist.



Studio models

‘Drawing and making are a big part of the artistic process for me. I 
need to �nd the right form, shape and feel, that only comes from 
handling materials. Here the house needed to feel personal, small 
enough to hold, and precious.

‘Models began with card and tape, frantic ripping cutting and sticking, 
then clay,  then I went back to card and resin. 

‘The works needed to feel my hand in the making process.’
 

House, post and  base drawing, 2018. 
Image courtesy of Charlie MacKeith, Research Design Architecture.

Studio model in process,  card, paint and  metal, 
2018. Image courtesy of the artist.

Studio models in process, card, paint 
and  clay, 2018. 
Image courtesy of the artist.

Studio model in process,  card, and  metal, 2018. 
Image courtesy of the artist.



pattern making

 designs 

Specialist skilled  Pattern Makers: Advanced Patterns, worked on the 
models or patterns for casting.

The �nal card model was covered in varnish, then plaster and made 
into a cast. The pattern of the house is seen here, in two sections in 
the Pattern Maker’s  ‘green’.  

Each Pattern Maker has a colour to identify his works at the foundry. 

Pattern making

House patterns, with the Pattern Maker. Wood, resin and paint, 2018. 
Image courtesy of the artist.

Maddi Nicholson holding the pin and base patterns.
 Wood, resin and paint, 2018. Image courtesy of 
Charlie MacKeith, Research Design Architecture.

House mould with original house model in pieces in the 
background, front and back. Wood and wax, 2018. 
Image courtesy of the artist.

House patterns, front and back. Wood, resin and 
paint, 2018. Image courtesy of the artist.



Casting

JTE Castings Foundry create beautiful sand casted steel work. 
They took the house, pin and base patterns and produced 
cast iron models, in a process very similar to that which would 
have been around for the �rst residents of Grove Street.

The process seen here is of pouring the molten iron, burning 
o� the gases and grinding.

Cast Iron house, in the Pattern Maker’s workshop, 2018. Image courtesy of the artist.

Molten Iron  in the mould. Foundry, 2018. 
Image courtesy of JTE Castings.

Gases burning o� in the mould. Foundry, 2018. 
Image courtesy of JTE Castings.

Grinding the House, 
Foundry, 2018. Image courtesy 
of JTE Castings.



 Census research

‘Working with architect Charlie MacKeith we undertook census 
research dating back to 1841, it covered all 8 census, up to 1911. 

’An exciting and laborious process of transcribing each entry for the 
two streets with an average 34-36 houses over the decades. These 
‘houses of multiple occupation’ had up to 19 people living in them, 
including numerous families, each on a di�erent �oor. Through the 
generations I gained an understanding of marital status, age, and 
family relationships, children, servants, lodgers and jobs of the 
residents, the process was fascinating. 

‘Deciphering the handwritten ledgers was sometimes not that simple, 
and uncovering long forgotten jobs took further research. Each of the 
�ve houses hosts the stories of two families, one on each side of the 
house.’

Trying to make sense of the census. Flags represent each house, on a plan of the streets, 
2018. Image courtesy of the artist.

Sketch book work - understanding the family histories. 
Flags represent a particular house, colour a particular census, 
2018. Image courtesy of the artist.

House model, “Spin” research folders and census work. In the artists studio, 2018. Image courtesy of the artist.



 Enamelling

A  design for  �ve Grove Street houses

The �nal part of the process is to enamel the cast iron 
house, achieved with AJ.Wells, experts in the process. 
Vitreous enamelling is made by fusing powdered 
glass to the cast iron by �ring, between 750 & 850 °C.   
The powder melts, �ows, and then hardens to a 
smooth, durable vitreous coating. The word comes 
from the Latin vitreum, meaning "glassy", and has a 
slightly translucent quality, as in the original concept - 
the ghost like houses, a remnant of something past. 
The main background colour is sprayed onto the 
metal and the detail hand painted.

Hand drawn images to represent each house are 
worked up in the computer, �nding images that 
could represent individual people and bring to 
life their stories.  

‘I was particularly interested in the roles of what we 
can assume to be the poorest women; the 20 year 
old unmarried ‘wet nurse’, Hannah Ball; Martha 
Barry the 50 year old ‘washer woman’ who lived in 
the cellar of 16 Grove Street and ‘keeper of the 
mangle’, Maria Spencer a widow, who lived in the 
same cellar 30 years later in 1871.’

Test piece of cast iron with white and hand painted enamel,
2018. Image courtesy of the artist.

‘Posser’ and dolly tub - tools of the trade of a ‘washer woman’. Pen and ink drawing and 
screen shot of computer design work for the sides of the houses, 2018. Images courtesy of the artist.
 




